The beatification process of Emperor Charles I.

This bachelor theisis treats about the person of the Emperor Charler I. of Austria with focus on his beatification process and places associated with his reverence. The first part is focused on the emperor's biography. In brief is mentioned period Charles adolescence, studies and first experiences in the military. The largest space is devoted to period Charles' reign and the period after leave for exile. There are highlighted peace efforts during the first World War, social reforms in the monarchy and in the period of exile restaurant attempts in Hungary. Second part is focused on the beatification and the cult of the Emperor Charles. Further progress and aspect of beatification, which is the most significant progress of the process and the efforts of The Emperor Karl League of Prayers for Peace Among Nations. After shortly about the discussion that has arisen after the announcement of the beatification. the conclusion is devoted to the description of chapels and reliquaries dedicated to the Emperor Charles.
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